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            Abstract
Nanocrystalline metals, with a mean grain size of less than 100 nanometres, have greater room-temperature strength than their coarse-grained equivalents, in part owing to a large reduction in grain size1. However, this high strength generally comes with substantial losses in other mechanical properties, such as creep resistance, which limits their practical utility; for example, creep rates in nanocrystalline copper are about four orders of magnitude higher than those in typical coarse-grained copper2,3. The degradation of creep resistance in nanocrystalline materials is in part due to an increase in the volume fraction of grain boundaries, which lack long-range crystalline order and lead to processes such as diffusional creep, sliding and rotation3. Here we show that nanocrystalline copperâ€“tantalum alloys possess an unprecedented combination of properties: high strength combined with extremely high-temperature creep resistance, while maintaining mechanical and thermal stability. Precursory work on this family of immiscible alloys has previously highlighted their thermo-mechanical stability and strength4,5, which has motivated their study under more extreme conditions, such as creep. We find a steady-state creep rate of less than 10âˆ’6 per secondâ€”six to eight orders of magnitude lower than most nanocrystalline metalsâ€”at various temperatures between 0.5 and 0.64 times the melting temperature of the matrix (1,356 kelvin) under an applied stress ranging from 0.85 per cent to 1.2 per cent of the shear modulus. The unusual combination of properties in our nanocrystalline alloy is achieved via a processing route that creates distinct nanoclusters of atoms that pin grain boundaries within the alloy. This pinning improves the kinetic stability of the grains by increasing the energy barrier for grain-boundary sliding and rotation and by inhibiting grain coarsening, under extremely long-term creep conditions. Our processing approach should enable the development of microstructurally stable structural alloys with high strength and creep resistance for various high-temperature applications, including in the aerospace, naval, civilian infrastructure and energy sectors.
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                    Figure 1: Compressive creep response of nanocrystalline Cuâ€“10 at% Ta.[image: ]


Figure 2: TEM characterization of tantalum-based nanocluster in as-received nanocrystalline Cuâ€“10 at% Ta.[image: ]


Figure 3: TEM images showing the microstructures and grain distributions indicating stability in nanocrystalline Cuâ€“10 at% Ta after creep testing.[image: ]


Figure 4: Modelling data indicating stability in nanocrystalline Cuâ€“10 at% Ta after creep testing.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 X-ray diffraction analysis.
X-ray diffraction plot showing Cu and Ta reflections from the as-received NC Cuâ€“10 at% Ta sample processed at 700â€‰Â°C.


Extended Data Figure 2 As-received microstructure characterization. TEM characterization of as-received NC Cuâ€“10 at% Ta.
a, Precession diffraction TEM micrograph revealing orientation detail of nanometre-sized grains. b, Phase map of the region in the TEM micrograph in a showing two distinct phases: Cu (red) and Ta (green). c, Bright-field TEM micrograph showing the microstructure. d, Size distributions of Cu and Ta grains determined from 300 grains.


Extended Data Figure 3 TEM characterization of a Ta-rich nanocluster.
a, HR-TEM micrograph of a Ta-rich nanocluster with misfit lattice dislocations. b, Inverse fast Fourier transform image of the nanocluster in a highlighting the misfit dislocations (indicated by the yellow boxes) across the interface indicative of the presence of misfit strain.


Extended Data Figure 4 Mechanical behaviour of NC Cuâ€“10 at% Ta at quasi-static strain rates.
Stressâ€“strain response of NC Cuâ€“10 at% Ta samples. a, Compressive stressâ€“strain curve tested at a strain rate of 8â€‰Ã—â€‰10âˆ’4â€‰sâˆ’1 at various temperatures5. b, Tensionâ€“compression curve for samples tested at a strain rate of 1â€‰Ã—â€‰10âˆ’3â€‰sâˆ’1. The blue line and red diamonds corresponds to tensile and compressive data, respectively. The curves indicate behaviour ranging from elastic to nearly plastic with no strain hardening; tensionâ€“compression asymmetry is absent.


Extended Data Figure 5 Creep response of NC Cuâ€“10 at% Ta with and without threshold correction.
a, Creep rate versus applied stress without threshold correction for various temperatures. b, Creep rate versus applied stress with a stress exponent of five for various temperatures, used to extract the threshold stress. c, Creep rate versus normalized stress, obtained by subtracting the threshold stress (Ïƒth) from the applied stress (Ïƒ) for various temperatures. The red, green and blue circles in aâ€“c correspond to NC Cuâ€“10 at% Ta tested at 400â€‰Â°C, 500 Â°C and 600â€‰Â°C, respectively. d, Theoretical deformation map with threshold-corrected data (nâ€‰=â€‰5) of the NC Cuâ€“10 at% Ta alloy, along with experimental creep rates of NC Cu and Ni (ref. 2). Theoretical Coble creep rates for a grain size dâ€‰=â€‰50â€‰nm (circles), experimental creep rates2 in nanocrystalline copper (squares; dâ€‰=â€‰25â€‰nm) and nickel (diamonds; dâ€‰=â€‰40â€‰nm), and the creep rate we found for NC Cuâ€“10 at% Ta (triangles; dâ€‰=â€‰50â€‰nm) are plotted.


Extended Data Figure 6 Atomistic models used for creep study.
a, Initial microstructure of pure NC Cu. b, Microstructure of pure NC Cu after 5 ns. c, Initial microstructure of NC Cuâ€“10 at% Ta. d, Microstructure of NC Cuâ€“10 at% Ta after 5 ns. In all panels, green atoms are grain-interior (face-centred cubic) atoms, red atoms are stacking faults (hexagonal close-packed) atoms, white atoms are grain-boundary (other) atoms and blue atoms are Ta (body-centred cubic) particles.


Extended Data Figure 7 Isolated single grain illustrating the effect of Ta nanoclusters on grain-boundary motion.
a, b, 2D atomistic slices of a single grain obtained from pure NC Cu (a) and NC Cuâ€“10 at% Ta (b) highlighting the effect of nanoclusters in coarsening. White atoms represent the initial grain-boundary configurations and blue atoms represent Ta; red and green atoms represent the extent of coarsening associated with the plastic deformation under constant load and temperature conditions.





Supplementary information
Creep simulation of NC-Cu and NC-Cu-10at.%Ta
(a-b) provides 2-D movies of 3-D atomistic creep simulations of NC- Cu and NC-Cu-10at.%Ta from t=0 to t=5ns. White atoms correspond to the GB configuration in NC Cu, while green atoms correspond to that of NC-Cu-10at.%Ta where the Ta atoms are color coded in blue. There is evidence of microstructural instability in (a) whereas in (b) the degree of coarsening is limited. (MP4 10441 kb)
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High strength combined with creep resistance
Reducing the grain size of a metal is one way of increasing its strength, but it can often have detrimental effects on other mechanical properties. The resistance to slow irreversible deformation known as creep, for example, can be greatly diminished, owing to the relatively large volume of the material that is in the form of grain boundaries between the nanocrystalline constituents. Kristopher Darling et al. describe a family of nanostructured alloys that combine high strength with extremely high creep resistance. Key to this achievement is a processing strategy that creates tiny clusters at the grain boundaries, stabilizing the nanocrystalline grains against sliding, rotation and diffusional growth, and so greatly enhancing their resistance to creep.
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